Presented in an easy-to-understand way that is perfect for children, Chinese Brush Painting stays true to the traditional principles of the art as it explains how to create beautiful, unique, and creative brush paintings at home or in the classroom. Using more than 35 hands-on painting activities, Chinese Brush Painting and its array of projects will serve as an excellent introduction for young artists ages nine and up.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
No matter what age or skill level you have achieved, you will not be disappointed. From the graceful beauty of the artwork within to each carefully worded, easily understood step that guides, this extraordinary journey is a well worth anyone's time. This book peels back the layers, revealing the soul of this elegant art and its tools. By understanding the philosophy, point of view, and choice of tools, I know that I will never view another piece of Chinese brush painting in any museum the same way. This book has opened the door for me to not only learn to create, but forever appreciate this ancient art form in all its elegant grace, beauty, and meaning.
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